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Introduction

� Verbal inflection:

-functional realms of language:
lexical meaning, propositional 
information, and discourse coherence

� Three main functional domains :

Tense, Aspect, Modality



Discussion

� What is tense? Why is it important? How is 
tense distinguished in English?

� What is aspect? What are the semantic 
correlates of different aspectual markings?

� What is modality? What are the 
grammatical correlates of different 
modalities ?



What is tense?
Why is it important?
How is tense distinguished in English?



What is tense?

� Tense codes the relation between two 
points along the ordered linear 
dimension of time

� the time of speech & the event time



What is tense?

� Tense and time：

past                present             future

� speech-time:
universal reference-point for event time

speechspeech--timetime



What is tense?

� Past tense:
event-time preceded speech-time            

speechspeech--timetime



What is tense?

� Present tense:
event-time is right at the speech-time

speechspeech--timetime



What is tense?

� Future tense:
event-time follows speech-time

speechspeech--timetime



Why is tense important?

� Time marker

� Linear ordering

� Human vs. animals



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Past Tense)

� Past tense:

1. Regular Past tense form: the suffix –ed 

2. Irregular past-tense forms:

sing sang come came go went

saw see leave left stand stood

bring brought run ran sit sat

put put cast cast have had



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Future Tense)

� Future tense in English is marked by three 
alternative forms:

1. The modal auxiliary ‘will’

2. The complex auxiliary ‘be going to’
(or the contracted ‘be gonna’) 

3. The progressive auxiliary ‘be…-ing’



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Future Tense)

Three distinct dimensions:

� Formality of genre:
formal / colloquial

� Time distance:
distance future / immediate future

� Degree of certainty:
high / low



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Future Tense)

(3a) She will leave tonight.

(3b) She is going to leave right now.

(3c) She is leaving tomorrow.



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Present Tense)

� Present tense is not specifically marked 
in English.

� The present meaning of stative verbs is 
signalled by the habitual form
�ambiguous: 
habitual vs. present tense



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Present Tense)

1. Active (event) verb:

(5a)He chopped wood.  

�past

(5b)He is chopping wood.

�present-progressive

(5c)He (always) chops wood.

�habitual



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Present Tense)

2. Stative (state) verb:

(6a) He knew the answer. �past

(6b)*He is knowing the answer. 

�*progressive

(6c)He (always) knows the answer.

�habitual

(6d)(Right now) he knows the answer. 

�present



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Present Tense)

� The progressive converts a compact 
event into a state.

(4) He is chopping wood.
event�state



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Present Tense)

� (7a)  I see her now.

� (7b)*I am seeing her now.

� (7c)  I am seeing her first thing 
tomorrow morning.

� (7d) He’s seeing the delegation right 
now.

From the stative ‘see’ to the active ‘meet’



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Present Tense)

� (8a) Joe was tall.

� (8b) *Joe was being tall.

� (8c) Joe was being obnoxious. (activity)

The subject exercises no control.
(Being tall is an involuntary state)



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Present Tense)

� (9a) Mary had blond hair.

� (9b) *Mary was having blond hair.

� (9c) Mary was having steak for dinner.

� (9d) Mary was having her baby on the 
kitchen floor.

� (9e) Mary was having a good time in
Hawaii. 
(c-e: active (eventive) senses)



How is tense distinguished in 
English? (Present Tense)

� Habitual:
an event occurs always or is timeless or

event-time is unspecified

� Only with stative verbs that cannot take 
progressive aspect, does the unmarked 
form double up as both the habitual 
and present.



What is aspect? What are the 
semantic correlates of different 
aspectuals? 



What is aspect?

� Semantic: 

Temporal properties of event

e.g. boundedness, sequentiality, 
temporal gapping

� Pragmatic: 

relevance

Perspective taken by the speaker



The progressive: 
unboundedness vs. (compactness)

� Marked by Aux “be” before the verb and 
suffixed “ing”

� The progressive aspect convert  
temporally compact, bounded, 
terminated event into a temporally 
diffuse, unbounded, ongoing
process, which resembles a state. 



unboundedness vs. (compactness)

� The use of progressive aspect doesn’t 
imply the event per se unbounded or 
diffuse, but rather from the perspective 
of the speaker. The event is described 
in the middle of the happening.



unboundedness vs. (compactness)
� Bounded past: She cut the log.

time flow---------- ---------->

� Progressive past: She was cutting the log.

time flow---------- ---------->

Lens 

position

Lens 

position



unboundedness vs.(compactness)

� Super compact verbs: iterative
interpretation, a progression of 
repeated act

e.g

He was kicking the couch.

She was blinking her eyes rapidly.



Proximity vs. (remoteness)

� Progressive perspective: an on-going 
event is scrutinized from close 
proximity

� Bounded, narrow angle perspective: the 
event is viewed from a remote 
vantage point.



Simultaneity vs. (sequentiality)

� Commonly accomplished by depicting in an 
adjacent clause the entry of a witness
onto the scene

e.g

When I came in, he was kicking the couch.

When he looked up, she was blinking her eyes 
rapidly.

They saw that he was hitting the door with 
both hands.



Simultaneity vs. (sequentiality)

� Bounded past: (sequential)

After she came home, he cooked 
dinner, and they ate and went to bed.

� Progressive past:

When she came home, he was 
cooking dinner. Then they ate and 
went to bed.



The habitual progressive

The present progressive can also signal 
a habitual progressive.

� Present progressive:

She is watching TV (right now).

� Habitual progressive:

(Whenever I come over), she’s (always) 
watching TV. 



� Simple habitual: � more habitual, 
wider temporal scope 

Q: What does he do for a living?

A: He works at a gas station.

� Progressive habitual: � less 
prototypical habitual

Q: What’s he doing nowadays?

A: Working at a gas station.



Other progressive aspectuals: 
continuous-repetitive aspectuals

Keep

� She is working.

� She keeps working.

� She was working.

� She kept working.

� She has been working.

� She has kept working.



continuous-repetitive aspectuals

� Less compact verb: � continuation

She kept sucking her thumb.

(> She sucked on and on.)

� More compact verb: � repetitive

She kept breaking her legs.

(> She broke it again and again)



continuous-repetitive aspectuals

Continue

� Progressive aspectual

She continued dealing out cards.

� Modality verb:

She continued to deal out cards.



continuous-repetitive aspectuals

Go on

� Progressive aspectual

She went on hitting the wall.

(> She was hitting it before)

� Modality verb:

She went on to hit the wall.

(> She was doing something else before)

Metaphoric shift:

motion in physical space � motion in event time



Inceptive-progressive aspectuals

Start, begin, resume

� Their progressive use may be contrasted with 
their non-progressive, habitual sense.

She started dealing out cards.

She started to deal out cards.

She began eating her salad (voraciously)

She began to eat her salad (regularly)

She resumed working on her book.

*She resumed to work on her book.



Inceptive-progressive aspectuals

� She started kicking the ball, then stopped.

(> she kicked it several times before stopping)

� She started to kick the ball, then stopped.

(> she started, but changed her mind and 
didn’t)



Terminative-progressive aspectuals

Stop

� Progressive:

He stopped reading his book and then 
listened.

(> He was reading, then stopped)

� Repetitive:

He stopped reading comic books.

(> He used to read them, then quit)



Terminative-progressive aspectuals

Finish

She finished reading her book.

(> she was reading it, then she finished)

She finished reading comic books.

(> she was reading some, then finished)

(*> she used to read them, then quit)



The perfect

� Present perfect :

time of 

speech
reference 

time
event time

(Speaking now,) She has (already) finished. 



The perfect

� Past perfect :

time of 

speech

reference 

time

event 

time

(When he arrived,) She had (already) finished.



The perfect

� Future perfect :

time of 

speech

reference 

time

event 

time

(When he arrives,) She will have (already) finished.



Counter-sequentiality
(simple past v.s perfect past)

� Simple past:

a. She came back into the room,

b. looked around,

c. spotted the buffet

d. and went to get a sandwich…

The perfect



The perfect

� Past perfect:

a. She came back into the room,

b. and looked around.

c. She had spotted the buffet earlier,

d. so she went to get a sandwich…



The perfect

� a. Order of the events:   
…A,B,C,D…

� b. Order of narration in the simple past  
…A,B,C,D…

� c. Order of narration with the perfect

…A,C,B,D…



The perfect

� Simple past perspective:

Relevance:(Simple past v.s perfect past)

event time
relevance 

time
time of 

speech

(She came in, and) he went to sleep.



The perfect

� Past perfect perspective :

event time

relevance 

time

time of 

speech

(When she came in, ) She had already gone to sleep.



The perfect

� Present perfect perspective :

event time relevance 

time

time of 

speech

(She is coming, and) he has already gone to sleep



The perfect

� Future perfect perspective :

time of 

speech

event 

time

relevance 

time

(When she leaves,) he will have already gone to sleep



The perfect

Event: She has read this book (already)

(>she finished sometime ago)

State: She has been a club member (for a     

long time)

(>she still a member)

The difference between the semantic 
interpretation of states and events in the perfect



What are semantic correlates of different 
aspectual markings?

1. Temporally compact, bounded, terminated event

→ temporally diffuse, unbounded, ongoing process.

The progressive:

(‘be’ before the verb and the suffix –ing on the 
verb)

2. Simultaneity 



What are semantic correlates of different 
aspectual markings?

The progressive:
continuous-repetitive aspectuals

1. Imparts a sense of continuation.

2. Code repetition and habitual action.

‘keep’, ‘continue’ or ’go on’ before the main verb and the suffix –
ing on the main verb



What are semantic correlates of different 
aspectual markings?

In the super-compact event, the sense of 

marker –ing is to repeat the action.

The progressive:
Inceptive-progressive aspectuals

‘start’, ‘begin’ or ’resume’ before the main verb and the suffix –
ing on the main verb



What are semantic correlates of different 
aspectual markings?

‘stop’ can signal the termination of either a 
progressive or a repetitive event.

The progressive:
Terminative-progressive aspectuals

‘stop’, ‘quit’ or ’finish’ before the main verb and the suffix –ing
on the main verb

‘finish’ seems to impart a more progressive , 
less repetitive, sense.



What are semantic correlates of different 
aspectual markings?

1. The event that has been terminated or 
accomplished before the reference time.

The perfect:

(marked by the auxiliary ‘have’ and the perfect 
suffixal form of the main verb)

2. Counter-sequentiality (pragmatic)

3. Relevance: relevant at some subsequent 
reference time (pragmatic)



What are semantic correlates of different 
aspectual markings?

4. Event: temporal gap

State: linger all the way to the reference 
point

The perfect:

(marked by the auxiliary ‘have’ and the perfect 
suffixal form of the main verb)



What is modality? What are the 
grammatical correlates of different 
modalities ?



What is modality ?

� The modality codes the speaker’s attitude toward 
the proposition.

� By attitude, we mean two types of judgement made 
by speaker concerning the propositional information 
carried in the clause:

� Epistemic judgements of truth, probability, 
certainty, belief or evidence

� Evaluative judgements of desirability, preference,
intent, ability, obligation or manipulation



Epistemic modalities

� Presupposition: the presupposition is 
assumed to be true, either by definition, by 
prior agreement, by general culturally-shared 
conventions, by being obvious to all present 
at the speech situation, or by having been 
uttered by the speaker and left unchallenged 
by the hearer.

� Realis assertion: the proposition is 
strongly asserted as true; but challenge 
from the hearer is deemed appropriate, 
although the speaker has evidence or other 
grounds to defend his/her strong belief.    



Epistemic modalities

� Irrealis assertion: the proposition is weakly 
asserted as either possible or likely (or 
necessary or desired, in the converging evaluative 
case); but the speaker is not ready to back it up with 
evidence or other strong grounds; and challenge 
from the hearer is readily entertained or even 
explicitly solicited.

� Negative assertion: the proposition is strongly 
asserted as false, most commonly in contradiction 
to the hearer’s explicit or assumed beliefs; challenge 
from the hearer is anticipated, and the speaker has 
evidence or other grounds to back up his/her strong 
belief.



What are the grammatical correlates 
of different modalities ?

� Tense-aspect

� Grammatical environments associated with 
presupposition.

� Irrealis-inducing adverbs

� Modals and irrealis

� Irrealis in verb complements

� Irrealis and non-declarative speech-acts  



Tense-aspect

� Past ===> R-assertion (or presupposition)

� Perfect ===> R-assertion (or 
presupposition)

� Present ===> R-assertion

� Future ===> IRR-assertion

� Habitual ===> IRR-assertion

� All other things being equal, a habitual-coded clause 
is just as strongly  asserted as realis-coded clause.

� However, the most important feature of realis is that 
of occurrence at some specific time. 



Grammatical environments 
associated with presupposition

� Adverbial clauses marked with realis 
tense-aspect:
� Because Joe has gone away…

� When Mary left…
� In spite of the fact that she didn’t love him…

� Having finished reading, he then… (Participial)

� Realis clauses, Wh-questions and focus 
clause:
� Rel-clause: The man I saw yesterday is a crook.
� Wh-question: Who did you see there?
� Cleft-clause: It was Joe that I saw there, not Mary.



Grammatical environments 
associated with presupposition

� The complements of factive-perception-
cognition verbs:
� She knew that he was in Boston.

� He regretted that she was away.

� He saw that the house was locked up,

� Nominalized clauses in Subj or Obj position 
of some verb:
� His coming late surprised nobody.

� Her breaking the mirror was a bad omen.

� We’re applled at her refusal to cooperate.



Irrealis-inducing adverbs

� Epistemic adverbs: maybe, probably, possibly, 
likely, supposedly, presumably, surely, 
undoubtedly.

� Evaluative adverbs: preferably, hopefully, 
ideally.
� Maybe she left.
� He is probably reading in the library.
� She has undoubtedly finished by now.

� She should do it preferably tomorrow. (strictly future-
projecting)

� *she did it preferably yesterday.
� *she is preferably doing it now.



Modals and irrealis

� The asymmetric relation is presumably due to 
the fact that intention, ability, preference, 
permission and obligation are all future 
projecting and that the future is by 
definition an irrealis mode.

� “If evaluative, then epistemic” (but not 
vice versa)  

or

� “If preference, then uncertainty” (but not 
vice versa) 



Modals and irrealis

� Most English modals code more than one 
irrealis sub-modality.

� Can

� Ability: If he tries hard, he can do it.

(he has the ability to do it)

� Probability: The guy who did it could be insane.

(it is likely that he is insane)

� Permission: If he pays the fee, he can join.

(he is permitted to join)



Modals and irrealis

� Should
� Obligation: She should stop wasting her time on it.

(she better stop)

� Probability:He should be there by now.

(it is likely that he is)

� Must
� Obligation: You must do it right away.

(you better)

� Probability: She must be there by now.

(she is probably there)



Modals and irrealis

Present form                      Past form

a. She could do it.               She could have done it.  

b. She may do it.                 She may have done it.

c. She must do it.                She must have done it.

d. She might do it.               She might have done it.

e. She will do it.                   She would have done it.

f. She would do it.               She would have done it.

g. She should do it.             She should have done it.

Ex: She can do it.               *She can have done it.



Modals and irrealis

� Could/May
� Ability: If she really tries. Maybe she could/may do it.

� Permission: If he behave himself, he could/may be 
reinstated.

� Probability: Well, it could/may be true, right?

� “could have”
� Ability: if she had tried hard, she could have done it.

� *Permission: *If he had behaved himself, he could               

have been reinstated.

� Probability: Well, it could have been tru, right?



Modals and irrealis

� “may have”
� *Ability: If she had really  tried, she may have done it.

� *Permission: *If he behaved himself, he may have

been reinstated.

� Probability: Well, it may have been true, right?

� Might/ could/ would/ should---the conbination with “have”
imparts not only the sense of past, but also a negative or 
counter-fact sense.

Ex: She could/ should/ might/ would have done it.

( But she didn’t)



Irrealis in verb complements

� Non-implicative modality verbs:

� She wanted to go to Paris.

� She decided to quit her job.

� Non-implicative manipulative verbs:

� She wanted him to quit his job.

� She told him to look for a house.

� Non-factive perception-cognition-utterance verbs: 

� He thought that she loved him.

� She imagined that he loved her.



Irrealis and non-declarative speech-acts  

� Two non-declarative clause types---
manipulative clause and yes-no questions---
are strongly associated with irrealis.

� Command
� Turn off the light!

� Request
� Could you please turn off the light?

� Exhortation
� Let’s turn off the light.

� Yes-no question
� Did you turn off the light?
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